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NEW INSPIRATION 3

Vocabulary EXTRA! Revision

Unit 5

Unit 6

1 Complete the text using these words.

1 Choose the correct verb.

achievement exciting exhausting go
horse learnt play ride speak try

exciting

I’ve always enjoyed doing (1)
I learnt to (2)     

The film starts at 8pm, so do / make sure you’re
not late.

2

I really like my new school. I’ve done / made a lot of
new friends.

3

Can you help me do / make the shopping?

4

I do / make the washing up every evening after
dinner.

5

The exam was quite easy but I did / made a mistake
on the last question.

6

We have to do / make three exercises for
homework.

things.

a bicycle when I was

three and a (3)     

1

when I was four. I’ve

been on adventure holidays so I’ve ridden a motorbike
and been kite-surfing. It was (4)     

– you

know, really tiring. My greatest (5)     
when I (6)     

was

to speak German. It was

really difficult but now my German’s quite good.
Next, I’d like to (7)     
(8)     

skiing again or

bungee jumping for the first time. Oh,

and learn to (9)     

the piano, of course. And

I haven’t learnt to (10)     

2 Word creation: Make ‘people’ nouns ending in -er,
-ist or -or from these words, then complete the
sentences. You may have to change the form too.

art design direct engine invent
journal novel paint profess report

Chinese yet, but

I’m going to start soon. There are so many things I want
to do!

2 Make nouns ending in -ity from these adjectives, and
complete the sentences.

active electric national popular
possible real responsible special

speciality
We went to an     

1

Guinea pig is a

in Peruvian restaurants.

2

camp last summer.
There were loads of cool things to do.

3

My parents say there’s a     
America this summer.

4

I’ve got two or three really good friends.     
isn’t important to me.

5

I don’t know what his     
speaks really good English.

6

I can’t stand those     
shows on TV with
all those people who want to be famous.

7

When we went camping there was
no      , so we had to cook on a fire.

8

I think it’s everyone’s     
warming.

we’ll go to

is but he

1

My brother works for an American computer
designer .
company. He’s a games

2

In the UK, teachers work in schools and     
work in universities.

3

Great Expectations is my favourite book and Charles
Dickens is my favourite      .

4

We can use the word ‘     ’ for many
performers, like musicians, but we only use
‘     ’ for people who paint.

5

A     
or     
is someone who
works for a newspaper or TV news.

6

Who is your favourite     
of Steven Spielberg.

7

My dad’s an      . He worked on the
Channel Tunnel a few years ago.

8

The Chinese were probably the greatest     
of the Ancient World.

? I love the films

to stop global
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